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Dear George, 	 3/29/78 
Several apologies but not for the enclosed. Lt is by Howard Roffman, an exceptionallbY dependable young man. It should give you a notion of the accuracy if not also the honesty of Epetein's writing in Lomond.  Howard's notes to now are limited to this. I hope he has time for more but he is clerk to a federal appeals court judge in Florida and stays very busy. 

It is not by any means a complete catalogue of Epstein s sins against fact, meaning official fact, not my beliefs. 

Don't you wonder why there is this appendix, and some of the other ones? 
But it is consistent with the man who told us all that the blacks were just making it all up . before we knew there was what is known as Cointetpro. If you are as Epstein and have the support 	the Epeteins of the world get from the major media there never are chickens so there is no worry about their roosting. 
When we were talking it somehow got fixed in my mind that all you needed were Hoch's newest notes and that is all I sent you. Then it dawned on me while I was working *cupids,  today, after the mail went, that you should have the others. When I was speaking to im Lemur, to whom I'd given copies, I arranged for him to copy them for you. I told him'I'd let you know. And them I forgot to call you. I'll try to remember tomorrow. 
It was just too nice a day and I am now able to do a bit of work. It is good for me, like to do it, and I got lost in the beauty of the outside and the exultation of being able to do a little physical work again. 
Not that I have the capacity to do all I'd like to. It is rather that last summer I was able to do just about nothing. 

Sometimes, as it did this morning, an oxygen mat insufficiency results. Then in when I do most of my forgetting. 

Sorry about the delay. 

Sincerely, 


